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Subject: *** GMX Spamverdacht *** RE: About ﬁrmware upgrade
From: Nick How <nick.how@advantech‐uk.com>
Date: 2014‐09‐02, 12:54
To: Pinter Gabor ‐ gmx.at <pinter.gabor@gmx.at>
That’s good idea. Now you just need to make it viral!
Could I suggest you to add an “about” paragraph to the end of everything you do? These kind of things
some mes go everywhere and without your mark you may not get the full beneﬁt…
Something like this feels nice:

About Pinter Gabor:Pinter Gabor is an innovative freelance electronic design engineer, with more than 30-years industrial
experience across Europe and beyond. Based in Austria and Hungary, with a complimentary team at hand
for managing larger workloads, his company Propix Ltd. delivers novel and cost effective solutions using
Microchip and other low cost embedded microcontrollers as both prototypes and production ready
products. Amongst the hundreds of projects delivered are video cards, communications products, display
systems, RFID, keyboard and other peripheral controllers. As well as in-depth problem solving to deliver a
design our dedication and input has meant many of these have gone on to become commercially
successful in their own right leading to repeat business and recommendations to new customers. Let us
know if Propix can help you to meet a design need www.pic18.eu

From: Pinter Gabor - gmx.at [mailto:pinter.gabor@gmx.at]
Sent: 02 September 2014 10:54
To: Nick How
Subject: About firmware upgrade

Dear Nick,
In order to promote myself as an engineer I planned to write some white papers about subjects
I know well, and publish them some way over the internet. I never get past planning, and I still
have a few partly finished drafts. One of these subjects was "Firmware Upgrade". I have
completed it now. It is still a draft, but you might find it interesting.
Best regards,
Gabor
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